Preface

Firestopping, Joint Systems and Dampers

Firestopping, Joint Systems and Dampers examines the provisions of the International Building Code® (IBC®) related to the protection of openings and penetrations in fire-resistance-rated construction to preserve the effectiveness of the rated assembly. Openings and penetrations in a fire-resistance-rated and/or smoke-resistant assembly create potential weak links or holes that can dramatically reduce the assembly’s effectiveness, or render it completely ineffective, if they are not properly protected. This publication explains and illustrates the correct application of the code requirements for dampers, penetration firestop systems and joint systems so that a fire-resistance-rated and/or smoke-resistant building assembly can perform as intended and maintain its rating. Because many of the IBC damper requirements are duplicated in the International Mechanical Code® (IMC®), section references are given for both codes.

Many code users have a general understanding of the code provisions for fire-resistant construction and are aware of some of the requirements for dampers, penetration firestop systems and joint systems. However, they may not be aware of the importance and distinct differences between these devices and systems, exactly how and where they are each to be used, or the correct installation for satisfying the code requirements. This book was developed to provide the most comprehensive look at the International Codes' penetration and duct opening protection requirements. Regardless of the experience level of the code user, this book will be beneficial to building, fire or mechanical officials, plans examiners, inspectors, design professionals, contractors and others in the construction industry by guiding the reader through each specific code section and exception. The discussion and commentary with each provision along with the illustrations will help in explaining the exact type of protection required as well as directing the reader toward other related sections or resources that regulate the installation, inspection or evaluation of the protection.

While primarily written to focus on the code requirements related to these protection features, this book recognizes that the code user must understand the basic concepts of fire protection as well as product testing and listing requirements in order to ensure that the correct product is selected and properly installed. Therefore, this book has been written to include some noncode items, guidance on how these provisions may need to be administratively applied, or where the reader can obtain additional assistance or guidance.

Because Firestopping, Joint Systems and Dampers addresses each of the three specific title subjects in detail, it can be used by individuals who are interested only in one of the specific protection options, or by anyone interested in obtaining a more comprehensive understanding of the code’s protection require-
ments. As an example, because the book looks at each specific code section or provision, it could be used to determine the details of a provision and what is needed to comply with that specific requirement. On the other hand, because the book addresses multiple code subjects and provisions, it can be used to gain a better understanding of how the code protects buildings and occupants from the hazards of fire and smoke.

This book begins by reviewing the basics of fire-resistance and fire-protection ratings and the pass/fail criteria established by the test standards. It then discusses in detail each provision related to dampers (testing, ratings, actuation, access, identification and where dampers are required); penetrations (definitions, test standards, where penetration protection is required, sleeves, dissimilar materials, ducts, installation, inspection and maintenance); and fire-resistant joint systems (test criteria, installation, where joint systems are required, voids at the intersection of exterior walls and floors, and joints in smoke barriers). After reviewing each of the elements and the related code requirements, the book then looks at administrative and non-code issues that affect these elements. The book then concludes with a section which addresses differences between the 2015 and 2012 editions of the code.

The main body of the book is written to cover the 2015 IBC and IMC, but the text directs the reader to an appendix chapter where differences between the 2015 and 2012 editions of the codes are listed. Where there are technical changes between the editions, a note has been included to direct the reader to additional discussion within the appendix to explain the code change and the effect it may have on applying the provisions. Where code provisions have been moved, a table provides a cross-reference of section numbers so that the user can determine where the comparable provision was previously located.
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